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What Geological 
Features Are On The 

Moon?



Craters

● Simple craters:
○ Bowl shaped
○ Diameters of 2-4 kilometers

● Complex craters:
○ Central uplift inside crater
○ Flat floored 
○ Inward collapse around the rim 
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crater
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Lunar Highlands

● Elevated areas on the moon’s surface
● The lunar highlands are the  lighter areas on the moon visible to the naked eye
● Riddled with craters

Lunar highlands



Lunar Maria (singular: Mare) 

● Large basaltic plains
● Visible to the naked eye as the dark areas on the moon
● Maria: Latin for “seas”

○ Early astronomers mistook them for actual bodies of water

Lunar Maria



Lunar Rilles 

● Long narrow depressions in the moon’s surface
○ Look like channels
○ Can be several kilometers wide and hundreds of kilometers long

There are 2 main types of lunar rilles: 
● Sinuous rilles

○ Rilles that are similar to windy river valleys on earth
● Straight rilles

○ Rilles that are flat floored and relatively linear  
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Lunar Domes

● Type of shield volcano found on the moon’s surface
● Appearance

○ Wide
○ Circular
○ Slight elevation

Lunar 
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HOW DO THEY FORM?



CRATERS
- Bursting gas bubbles in lunar crust

- Geyser-like fountains

- Mud volcanoes 

- Collapse features

- Impacts of space material

- In larger craters, gravity causes the 
walls to collapse downward and 
inward, forming a complex crater 
with a central peak.

DOMES
- Formed by aggressive eruptions 

from localized vents followed by 

slow cooling of lava.



RILLES

- Sinuous rilles were created by  lava either flowing across the 
Surface or beneath the ground to form a lava tube. In the vacuum
of space, heat cools quicker which allows a roof to form, creating
the underground lava tubes which allow lava to travel great lengths.

- Most common theories: collapsed lava tubes, lava channels

- Other theories: near-surface dike intrusion, subsidence of 
lava covered basin and crater floors, and tectonic extension



- Formed by magma that flowed on 
the lunar surface.

- The rocky remains that floated on 
top transformed into the moon’s 
highlands

- Also formed by volcanic activity. 

- Volcanic substances leaked 
through the crust from the lunar 
interior….

- Lava flows flooded and covered 
many craters in its path, thus 
forming the lunar maria.

MARIAHIGHLANDS



How old are they? 

● Lunar highlands are about 4.5 billion years old

● The youngest crater on the moon is about 4 years old it was seen on March 17, 2013

● The oldest crater on the moon it about 2 billion years old which is Aitken basin

● Lunar maria is the flat part of the moon which is about 3.3 to 3.6

● Lunar rilles are about 3.3 to 3.6 billion years old

● Lunar domes are the same age as the lunar highlands 



HOW DO WE KNOW HOW OLD 
THEY ARE?



Lunar Highlands
Age dating with the mineral Zircon:
● Scientists looked for lunar rocks that contained Zircon which then 

allowed them to radiometrically date the rocks. Zircon was used 
because its ‘radiometric clock’ doesn’t reset when exposed to extreme 
heat like lava.

Lunar Maria
Compared to geology of the Lunar Highlands:
● Lunar highlands have more impact craters than the mare. So, the 

highlands are older.

Lunar Volcanic Domes
Origin and Composition
● They are the same age as the highlands because both features were 

formed by the hardening of lava. Also, they are mafic in composition, 
which means they were created by magma.



Lunar Rilles
Origin and Formation:
● They were created when the lunar mare was all magma. Lava tubes 

collapsed and hardened at the same time the lunar mare did, so they 
have the same age.

Impact Craters
Shape and Radiometric Dating:
● Old craters have a rounded look to them whereas the younger ones 

have sharp edges with debris around them. Additionally, scientists use 
radiometric dating to determine age.


